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ANGIE PBX
Get a Sleek, Reliable PBX Solution at a Lower Price
While Meeting Safety Standards.
Most hotel phones sit and collect dust with guests using their own mobile devices to make calls.
Many were installed years ago, and hoteliers are dealing with high maintenance costs of antiquated
phones and phone systems that need to be replaced in the near future.
Despite decreased guest usage of in-room phones, hotels must still comply with Kari’s Law in the
U.S. and Telecom Decision CRTC 2007-44 in Canada. They need to offer reliable emergency
calling options with high sound quality and location information to ensure guest safety in each hotel
room.
Angie Hospitality® by Nomadix offers a reliable, private branch exchange (PBX) cloud service at a
fraction of the price of traditional PBX solutions and is fully compatible with all U.S. and Canadian
emergency requirements. Hoteliers can set up the Angie guest room assistant as the in-room
phone, offering voice-activated or touchscreen-enabled emergency dialing, or for guest calls
throughout the hotel. The front desk and administrative locations can use traditional IP phones to
connect with guest rooms, other departments and emergency services as needed.
It’s time to ditch traditional phones. Making the switch to Angie simultaneously upgrades outdated
equipment while saving the hotel money each month. Only pay for what you need and what guests
actually use. As an added bonus, Angie devices also provide all the capabilities of a digital guest
room assistant, in addition to the calling features.

HOW IT WORKS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

The cloud-managed Angie PBX service
provides telephony capabilities with
clear HD voice technology for guest
rooms and front desk and
administrative locations in the hotel.
Angie guest room assistant devices
and administrative IP phones are easy
to configure to get the service up and
running. By eliminating servers and
other equipment on site, the set-up

Cloud-based PBX solution with monthly
fee structure is a cost-effective
replacement for legacy analog solutions
that are increasingly expensive to
support.

All current E911 standards for the U.S.,
including the newest ‘Dispatchable
Locations’ requirement by the FCC,
and Telecom Decision CRTC 2007-44
requirements in Canada are supported.

process is simple and quick. If a
property is migrating to Angie PBX,
existing numbers can be rolled over to
the new service.
In addition to the PBX features, Angie
digital assistants provide functionality to
help fulfill guest requests, answer
questions about the hotel and nearby

Offers voice or touchscreen navigation
options for guests.

Comprehensive administrative and front
desk capabilities include voicemail, call
forwarding, emergency-calling
notification and conference calling.

attractions, and provide a seamless,
next-generation hotel experience.
Angie devices can also be integrated
with existing hotel systems to provide a
touchless interface to control the

Angie devices offer in-room assistant
functionality, including guest requests,
touchless controls, hotel information and
connections to other devices in the room.

thermostat, lights, TV and more. Angie
eliminates many touchpoints for hotel
staff to increase safety precautions and
provide more efficiency.

Standard hospitality features such as
internal calls, voicemail, room-to-room
calls and more are provided.

For hotels that still want to offer
traditional phones in each room, IP
phones are available. Angie PBX is
also compatible with most SIP/IP
phones on the market.

AVAILABILITY
The Angie PBX service is generally available
in the U.S. and Canada. Angie digital in-room
assistants are available globally.
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